
City of Ellsworth
Planning Board Workshop Minutes

Wednesday, October 5, 2022 5:30 PM

Chair John DeLeo, Vice-Chair Rick Lyles, Secretary Nelson Geel, Members Marc Rich
and Molly Friedland, and Alternate Members Patrick Lyons and Michael Hangge
attended the regular meeting of the Ellsworth Planning Board.

City Planner Elena Piekut, Assistant Planner Matthew Williams, Code Enforcement
Officer (“CEO”) Lori Roberts, and Fire and Life Safety Inspector Thomas Canavan
attended the meeting.

1.) Call to Order
Chair DeLeo called the meeting to order at 5:31 PM. He informed the audience that the
application regarding Woodfield Estates had been withdrawn.

2.) Adoption of Minutes from the September 7, 2022 regular meeting. Vice- Chair Rick
Lyles moved to approve the minutes as written. Patrick Lyons seconded the motion, and
with no further discussion, the motion passed unanimously (5-0).

3.) Review Condition of Approval for a Major Use Site Plan and Major Subdivision
entitled Branch Pond LLC/Stone Park. The Board’s review will be limited to the
updated traffic impact analysis received September 14, 2022 to ensure it complies
with the condition of approval imposed September 7.

Andrew McCullough, PE, of Andrew McCullough Engineering was present. Curtis
Thompson, PE of Sebago Technics, Inc. was present via Zoom.

Mr. McCullough stated that based on the simulation results, the development was
expected to have an insignificant impact on the existing traffic signals at High Street, at
Myrick Street, and at Beechland Road. In the P.M. peak hour, there are times where the
queue from the southbound High Street approach at Beechland will extend up and past
the proposed entrance. This only occurs occasionally under design hour volumes for the
High Street corridor and when this does occur, the driveway to the development
experiences a queue of approximately four vehicles. These were the two main
conclusions, but additionally a capacity analysis summary and sim traffic reports are
provided.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked how bad the projected traffic conditions would have to be before
the developer decided they had to do something to ameliorate them

Mr. Thompson stated that when the study was done, they took existing traffic figures and
then added the proposed traffic impact. When they look at the variation between the pre
and post development runs, they look for anything statistically significant between the
two runs. Fot this development, there was nothing statistically significant between the
existing and proposed runs.

Vice-Chair Lyles said he was looking at Table 2 of the Capacity Analysis Summary and
was focused on the P.M. peak hour results with and without development. Level of
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service decreases for several of the intersections. All of those results are bad. How do
you respond to that?

Mr. Thompson responded that in the simulation software, as the intersections are
approaching capacity, which High Street is ot at capacity, there becomes a large variation
between the simulation runs. One run could have a delay of 30 seconds and another
could have 160 seconds. There is very significant variation between the runs. Steps are
taken to mitigate it. Once you’re over service level E, there is large mitigation. There is a
high confidence level between the average run times.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked if Mr. Thompson is saying that a simulation variation explains
every movement getting worse with the development in place and that is not statistically
significant. Every intersection gets worse. Even with the confidence interval, it doesn’t
look good. He asked again how much worse it would have to be for the developer to be
concerned.

City Planner Piekut asked Vice Chair Lyles if she understands correctly that the queuing
information is based on the 95th percentile, so it will only be worse than that 5% of the
time. Is Level of Service also based on the 95th percentile?

Vice-Chair Lyles explained no, Level of Service is connected to the queue, but not fully
based on the queue data.

City Planner Piekut stated that for Level of Service, Article 9 of the Unified Development
Ordinance states you cannot decrease level of service by two levels ot in any case to
service level D ot below.

Vice-Chair Lyles stated that this seems to be the crux of it. Based on Table 2 it would
appear that standard is being exceeded and the service is being degraded enough.

Mr. Thompson stated that for the analysis they chose the design hour for the traffic
signals that took the last week of July and the first week in August and increased it by the
standard deviation of the 84th percentile of traffic so only 15% of the time the signal
exceeds the average design hour. These volumes are about 10% higher than the 30th
highest hour.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked if Sebago Technics has data to tell them what the 30th highest
hour is.

Mr. Thompson replied that Maine DOT weekly group mean factors were used to
determine the peak in each month and then used that data to determine the 30th highest
hour.

Vice-Chait Lyles suggested that they are basing everything on a best guess and not an
actual count for the 30th highest hour. He asked if there had been an actual daily count
for a year and that would determine the true 30th highest hour.
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Mr. Thompson stated that usually the weekly group means are the most practical way to
determine a 30th highest hour, but in this case there is a camera at the one of the major
intersections getting actual count data. The count data was used for both the traffic
impact study and queuing analysis.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked if sometimes the study is trusting statistical analysis and other
times it does not. It sounds as though some of the information in Table 2 can be
discounted because of variations in statistical analysis, but the determination of 30th
highest hour is OK statistically.

Mr. Thompson stated that there is a paragraph describing the summary of the results.
The results can be provided.

Vice-Chair Lyles stated that the only thing that the Board can really look at is the level of
service and 95th percentile queuing. It does not appear to him that this supports a
relatively low impact from the development onto the surrounding area. He asked for Mr.
Thompson’s thoughts.

Mr. Thompson stated that based off the statistical analysis the development didn’t have a
significant impact.

Mr. Geel asked what the practical treatment for the problem would be at the
development. It seemed to him that a right turn only out of the development would
make sense. But the traffic would also self-regulate. Once the queue became long
enough, the driver out of the development would turn right anyway.

Vice-Chair Lyles stated that it is likely the only thing the developer can do is put in a right
turn only channelization. The traffic in this area is a mess. If the Board denied
development just because of the traffic, there would never be development in this area.
Channelization has a better chance of forcing people to turn right out of the
development. Similar to Acadia Provisions and Global Beverage in that area.

Mr. McCullough stated that he also did something similar at L.L. Bean on High Street.

City Planner Piekut asked if only allowing right turns out of the development would only
worsen the situation at Beechland if you cannot send any traffic away from there.

Vice-Chair Lyles stated that there may be more congestion at the light, but it would make
the movement of vehicles safer.

Mr. Geel stated that it likely would be safer and may not add to the congestion if drivers
go all the way around the block.

Vice-Chair Lyles stated if the driveway out the back of the development had been
possible, it would have been a better option for everyone.
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The Board discussed whether they could make a review of the traffic situation in a year
or two a condition of approval. City Planner Piekut stated that the discussion was for the
Board to determine whether there was an issue based off the traffic study. If not, the
project continues are planned. If there is a problem, what is the directive to fix it?

Mr. Lyons stated that the best course of action is to instruct the developer to put in a
right turn channelization now, instead of waiting. Vice-Chair Lyles and Mr. Geel agreed.
It was determined the channelization must be put on the final plans before they are
signed.

Nelson Geel made a motion to find the Condition of Approval for a Major Use
Site Plan and Major Subdivision entitled Branch Pond LLC/Stone Park for
Applicant Branch Pond, LLC is COMPLETE with the condition that the
developer create a channelized exit with only right turns allowed.

Rick Lyles seconded the motion and with no further comment, the motion passed
unanimously (5-0).

4.) Sketch Plan Review for a Major Use Site Plan and Major Subdivision entitled
Old Mill Property Development for Applicant Tim Stone and Owner Arbor House
Properties, LLC. The proposal is to create a 10-lot major subdivision and a
campground. The subject property is an approximately 30-acre lot located at 30 Old Mill
Road (Tax Map 41, Lot 53) in the Neighborhood (N), Urban (U), and Limited
Residential Shoreland (LR) Zoning Districts.

Tim Stone and Scott Bradshaw were present for Owner Arbor House Properties, LLC.

Chair DeLeo clarified that the hearing for this project was just a sketch plan review and
no decisions would be made tonight.

Mr. Bradshaw made a presentation outlining the information in the sketch plan, but
including the following additional information:

a) The treehouses will be dwelling units and will meet all City requirements for such,
b) All of the treehouses are intended to be short-term rentals.
c) Once it is determined whether cisterns or hydrants are requited, they will be

present on plan.
d) The treehouses will be built on concrete piers and stilts. Not anchored onto

trees.
e) The goal is to have a peaceful and private environment for guests with low

impact on the surrounding neighborhood and setting.

Chair DeLeo asked what the maximum stay at one of the rentals would be.
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Mr. Bradshaw stated that he believes the State allows for a maximum of 30 days and they
would follow the State’s law.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked if the campgrounds and treehouses would be available year-round
or only seasonally.

Mr. Bradshaw said the campgrounds will be available seasonally, but the treehouses will
have heating and insulation so will be available year-round. Plowing and snow clearing
will be provided.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked what the grade of the access road would be.

Mr. Bradshaw stated he did not know exactly at this stage, but he estimates the steepest
grade is 5-6%. More detailed information will be provided once the full property has
been surveyed.

Chair DeLeo noted that wedands will need to be delineated more thoroughly as well. He
also stated that there was a difference in the Applicant’s and Staffs interpretation of the
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance.

City Planner Piekut outlined that campgrounds are permitted in the Urban zone and the
Limited Residential Shoreland zone with Planning Board approval. The Neighborhood
zone does not permit them. It is Staffs belief that the Limited Residential Shoreland
zone acts as an overlay zone on the Neighborhood zone and the stricter regulation
applies. Right now, the campground would not be permitted where the Limited
Residential Shoreland and Neighborhood zone overlap. That determination can be
appealed to the Board of Appeals and action is taken based on their decision.

Mr. Bradshaw reiterated that the main contention is that the ordinance does not clearly
state that the Shoreland Zones are overlay zones and would be willing to go through
whatever process necessary, whether appealing or re-zoning.

Mr. Geel asked for more detail on the elevated structures and how the plumbing and
treehouse are winterized.

Mr. Bradshaw stated that there is an insulated and heated chase that runs water and septic
out of the unit.

Mr. Lyons suggested that the applicants go to Board of Appeals for a ruling before
looking at re-zoning.

Vice-Chair Lyles noted that in preliminary planning, the Board will need to see traffic
impact analysis.

Ms. Friedland asked how the applicants think this will benefit the City of Ellsworth, as
stated in their application.
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Mr. Bradshaw stated that it will create a few jobs including a caretaker for the grounds
and cleaning staff for the homes. It will also draw tourists who are likely to spend their
money in the City.

Ms. Friedland also asked whether there were public trails planned for the development, as
had been suggested when a Bucksport Road property was explored.

Mr. Bradshaw stated that there would likely be trails for just tenants of the development,
but there isn’t good space for public trails to connect into the layout.

City Planner Piekut noted the need to look at traffic and pedestrian access to the
Ellsworth Trail and State Street She asked if there were plans for water-based recreation
such as kayaking or swimming.

Mr. Bradshaw stated that they would not look to encourage that sort of activity with
rentals on the property, but the tenants would have access to the river.

Chair DeLeo noted that with Graham Lake releasing water into the river at inconsistent
rates, it can create a dangerous situation downstream and swimming should not be
encouraged.

Mr. Hangge asked CEO Roberts if the Shoreland Zone created any obstacles for access
to the water.

CEO Roberts stated they would be allowed a 6ft wide meandering path down to the
water.

Mr. Bradshaw stated they envisioned small paths. No boat access or ramps.

Chair DeLeo asked if there was a way to encourage tenants to bike to nearby businesses
instead of drive to reduce traffic.

Mr. Bradshaw stated those are business considerations the team would look at.

Mr. Geel asked how the connection to City water and sewer would unfold if they build
the treehouses in phases.

Mr. Bradshaw stated it was his understanding that the development would connect to
City water and sewer once at the public portion of Old Mill Road, but beyond that the
feed was private and would be built and maintained based on their construction schedule.

Chair DeLeo opened for public hearing at 6:52 PM.

Bruce Kaminksi, abutter at 18 Old Mill Road, first asked if there is a connection to City
water and sewer would he be able to connect into that. Mr. Kaminski loves the low-
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impact design of this development. Taking in mind the traffic problems at this location,
he is pleased there is analysis being done and he hopes there is a traffic light in his future.
His second concern is the road. The City grades his road each year and is concerned if
there would be RVs on the road and that there would only be nine treehouses.

Mr. Stone stated there would be no RVs and nine is the maximum number of treehouses.

Mr. Kaminski was also curious what the City would bring to the project. He is concerned
about the fire preparations. He has heard both cisterns and hydrants being used and
would like clarification on that as the plan progresses.

Richard Pervear, abutter at 72 North Street, stated by lots 7, 8, or 9 are behind him and
his neighbor. There is a swamp within those lots right now and uncontrolled drainage
empties into his property regularly. He hopes the land will be properly examined for
wetlands before construction begins.

Chris Byers, solar consultant who works regularly with the state of Maine and its
municipalities, offered friendly advice to work with Maine Fish & Wildlife to complete
natural resource delineation because he thinks there’s a wading bird habitat to the north
and there could be setbacks associated with that present.

Richard Pervear stepped back to the podium and stated the plumbing would be trouble
in the summer because it is a swamp.

Chair DeLeo closed the public hearing at 7:03 PM.

No Action Taken.

5.) Preliminary Plan Review for a Major Use Site Development and Major
Subdivision entitled Tinker Hill Condominium Development for
Applicant/Owner The Wright Buzz, LLC. The proposal is to construct
multifamily dwellings totaling 54 condominium units in 23 buildings. The subject
property is a 34.1-acre lot located on Tinker Farm Way (Tax Map 21, Lot 3) in the
Limited Residential Shoreland (LR), Neighborhood (N), and Resource Protection
Shoreland (RP) Zoning Districts.

Rene Courtemanche of Hedefine Engineering was present. Wayne Wright for
Applicant/Owner The Wright Buzz, LLC was present.

Mr. Courtemanche stated this is a continuation of a project started by a previous
developer off of Bayside Road. Most infrastructure is already in place such as water and
sewer connections, electrical hookups, on-site lighting, etc. It was just never populated
with houses. The Applicant intends to keep the plan laid out as close to the original plan
as possible.

Public Hearing
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Char DeLeo asked what the timeframe for the development is and which way will it be
built out.

Mr. Courtemanche stated the plan would be to develop over 5 years.

Mr. Wright stated they will start with the three buildings in the Blue Heron Way loop.

Chair DeLeo wondered what the parking situation would be.

Mr. Courtemanche stated that there is additional parking for visitors as it was noted that
spare parking was scarce for even existing homes within the development.

Chair DeLeo asked why they were only in some areas and not all.

Mr. Courtemanche stated they tried to fit the additional parking in where they could, but
due to grades and stormwater management it wasn’t possible everywhere.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked if some of those parking areas were pre-existing in what’s already
built.

Mr. Courtemanche that they are and the Homeowner’s Association requested there be
more parking spaces.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked how the development interacts with the traffic on Water Street.
Traffic is increasing there more and more every year and there are potential problems
associated with that. Instead of using ITE simulated numbers, he would like to see actual
counts.

Mr. Courtemanche stated in 2006 there was a similar study conducted with this
information. This included ADT for the area.

Vice Chair Lyles stated that he wants to see the peak hour counts for morning and
afternoon. Fresh analysis of the intersection with fresh data for Bayside Road and actual
trips instead of an estimate.

Mr. Rich asked if Vice-Chair Lyles wanted a traffic study.

Vice-Chair Lyles answered in the affirmative.

City Planner Piekut asked if Vice-Chair Lyles wanted all nearby major intersections
included in the study or just for the development’s driveway.

Vice-Chair Lyles stated he was interested in just the driveway.

Mr. Rich stated the sight lines from the driveway are good in both directions.
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City Planner Piekut stated the original development occurred in an unfortunate time
when the 2008 downturn took place and Hedefine has been working with the City to try
and hit the matk on die applicable application materials and potential waivers.

Vice-Chair Lyles reiterated his desire to see peak hout information and a mote recent
traffic study.

City Planner Piekut stated the second waiver was for designed stormwater management
to account for uphilldevelopment, but because there is no development or potentially
above this project, as it is on top of a hill, the waiver makes sense.

Mr. Lyons asked if this project went through SLODA and State permitting.

City Planner Piekut stated in the affirmative.

Chair DeLeo asked if fire suppression was adequate.

Fite & Life Safety Inspector Canavan commented that because so much infrastructure is
pre-existing, that is ready to go.

Mr. Wright commented that he is also reducing the number of units in the development,
and the existing infrastructure was designed for more units.

Chait DeLeo asked if this were a combination of 2-bedtoom and 3-bedtoom units.

Mr. Courtemanche stated that is true.

Chait DeLeo opened public hearing at 7:20 PM.

Dave Pede, abutter to the south of the development, stated his concern is that the
northeast pin was taken out by a bulldozer and some encroachment occurred on his
property. A homeowner has started to store his belongings on the Pedes’ property and
the mailboxes are on his property as well. He would like to not see 54 more mailboxes
on his property.

Mr. Wright stated that the mailboxes are being moved to the Community Center, so no
new mailboxes will be placed on the street or on his property.

Mr. Pede also expressed concerned that the new plan placed buildings even closer to his
property line.

Mr. Courtemanche stated that the buildings on the south edge of the property were left
where they had been originally planned and should still be about 40 ft. away from the
property line.

Public Hearing
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Vice-Chair Lyles asked if the 40 ft. was more distance than what is asked by the City’s
ordinance.

Mr. Courtemanche answered in the affirmative.

Mr. Pede reiterated his desire to make sure residents understand the property line and
won’t cross over onto his property with their belongings.

John Testa, current resident at 1 Tinker Meadow Way, stated he is excited to have the
development finished, but is concerned about how close a new building will be to his
existing home. The homes will back-up against one another in a way that does not leave
a lot of room for privacy or space. Mr. Testa wanted to know if there was a way to shift
the building over to provide both units with more space in the back to benefit both
homes.

Chair DeLeo stated it would be up to die developer to decide that.

Vice-Chair Lyles stated they could consider it as long as setbacks were still being met.

Mr. Rich clarified that Mr. Testa was asking for units 2 and 4 to be shifted to the right
and asked Mr. Wright and Mr. Courtemanche if he understood the request.

Mr. Courtemanche stated he understood and while these units were close on the back,
there are closer units. Also, there are other concerns such as space allowed by
stormwater buffers so it would not be as simple as shifting a building over.

Mr. Wright stated he would look at it and see if the stormwater/wedand situation will
allow for the shift of the unit.

Mr. Geelreiterated that the design layout of the development is up to the developer so
long as setback requirements are met. But, Mr. Testa could speak with the developer to
discuss potential solutions to the privacy issue such as landscaping, etc.

Mr. Rich asked if the current residents have a good dialogue with the developer.

Mr. Testa stated that was his understanding even though he has not been able to attend
many of the meetings with the developer.

Marty Gallant, a current resident in a townhouse within the development, stated he
appreciates how willing Mr. Wright has been to listen to the current residents and build
units that will be similar in style and quality to the existing buildings.

Marly Sachsman, abutter at 41 Tinker Farm Way, stated that she is one of four private
homeowners in the neighborhood who are separate from the development. She has
never been invited to a meeting and never heard about them. She is concerned with 54
new households in this space. If you include 1.5 cars per household there are about 80
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new cars. The driveway in and out of the development is not a road and it is difficult for
people to go in and out. Protecting the wildlife is a concern as well. She is also confused
about how waivers can be granted in protected Shoreland Zoning.

Chair DeLeo asked if City Planner Piekut could explain the zoning.

City Planner Piekut explained that the wording of the agenda item may confuse people to
think the buildings are going into the protected Shoreland Zones, but they are not. Only
corners of the buildings reach into these zones. The waiver being discussed is for a
stormwater plan for runoff from developments above this one which do not exist as the
development is at the top of a hill.

Public hearing closed at 7:34 PM.

Rick Lyles made a motion to find the Preliminary Plan for a Major Site Use
Development/ Major Subdivision entitled Tinker Hill Condominium
Development for Applicant/Owner The Wright Buzz, LLC is COMPLETE.

Nelson Geel seconded the motion and with no further comment, the motion
passed unanimously (5-0).

7.) Proposed amendments to Chapter 56 Unified Development Ordinance, Article
3 Zoning Districts, Article 6 Site Development Review, Article 8 Performance
Standards, and Article 14 Definitions. The proposed amendments will refine
existing permitted use categories, major use site plan development review
applicability thresholds, performance standards, and/or definitions, primarily as
they relate to stand-alone solar energy systems affected by the current
moratorium.

City Planner Piekut outlined the articles within Chapter 56 that contained draft
amendments. She suggested the Board discuss, but not feel rushed to approve every
change or article tonight.

Chair DeLeo asked to start with Article 3, Zoning Districts.

City Planner Piekut outlined the idea to remove separate uses for small, medium, and
large stand alone solar projects and put them under one umbrella. By definition, the
stand-alone solar energy systems primarily supply energy to someone else. Now stand¬
alone solat projects would not be permitted in Downtown or Neighborhood zones,
whereas “small” projects had been. Even small stand-alone solar projects aren’t that
small, so they do not suit these dense, populated zones.

Public Hearing
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If an owner of a building or lot puts in a solar project to off-set their own energy use, it is
an accessory use. If a downtown business wants to put solar panels on their roof to serve
their own building, they would not be precluded from doing so.

Mr. Geel and Mr. Lyons both asked for clarification on the difference between accessory
and stand-alone solar if someone uses solar to produce energy for their building, but sells
the excess.

City Planner Piekut stated she could continue to look at this. She explained that the
purpose in making the change was to simplify the process for people interested in solar
to know when they needed Planning Board approval. The Planning Board is not
necessarily concerned with what people put on their roofs. Theit reviews are concerned
with the development and splitting of land.

No other changes were made to zoning. City Planner Piekut had been interested in
removing solar from the Drinking Water zone, but no comments from the City Council,
the Board, ot other Staff indicated there was support for that.

Chris Byers, solar development consultant, was permitted to speak as a member of the
public. No other people were present in the audience. Mr. Byers stated that one snag in
this wording is that it may prevent a company who owns multiple properties from
sending solar power to their off-site locations. One building is good for placing solar on
top of, but the credits can be gained by sending that solar energy to the other properties
owned by the same person. Not only does the Planning Board not care about what goes
on roofs, but they also do not care about the administrative billing practices associated
with energy production. Mr. Byers suggested adding language stating an accessory use
allows for a business to be credited for energy on a bill under the same ownership.

City Planner Piekut stated the distinction isn’t new language. “Accessory” and “stand¬
alone” definitions have been in the ordinance. Reviewing billing accounts would not
work because that could change tomorrow.

Mr. Rich added that a property could be sold to a different entity and the billing account
changes, but the building still has solar on it.

Mr. Byers stated it is common for a business to want to produce solar energy for multiple
locations under their ownership. It is not common for a business to start producing solar
energy with the goal of giving it to someone else.

Mr. Hangge stated having some smaller projects come to Planning Board is sometimes
useful. There was a project on the comer of Christian Ridge Road and Bangor Road and
there wete questions about how the panels might impact driver’s sight, etc. Coming to
Planning Board allowed for the public and Board to see what they were going to look like
and address these concerns.
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City Planner Piekut clarified that the project was a ground-mounted “medium-scale”
project, not on the roof of the building. She made a note to come back and re-visit that
language.

Mr. Byers stated he retracts his previous comment and thinks the City could be OK. The
definition of stand-alone mentions a primary use, so sending net metering to other
buildings could be a secondary use and wouldn’t have to come to Planning Board.

Assistant Planner Williams asked if it would make sense to use the term “Primary Use”
solar development instead of stand-alone because primary use would pair well with
accessory use.

Mr. Byers stated that the terms are likely fine as they are because using primary use would
indicate that the system is based on a load which may not be true.

City Planner Piekut added that there may not even be a need to define accessory solar
projects because the term is not used in Chapter 56 aside from definitions.

The Board decided that leaving the definition in place would be the best way to proceed.

City Planner Piekut suggested moving to Article 6. The biggest change is to the
thresholds differentiating between Minor and Major Site Development. This difference
controls whether a project needs to be reviewed by the Planning Board or by the Code
Enforcement Officer. She summarized the proposed changes to the language regarding
applicability thresholds for Major Use and Minor Use Site Developments.

Chair DeLeo asked if this change would affect a family wanting to build a driveway to
their house if it were over 40,000 sq. ft. of disturbance.

City Planner Piekut stated that single and two family homes are exempt from Planning
Board review.

Mr. Lyons added that residential and associated uses are exempt.

Mr. Hangge expressed concern that leaving out such long driveways would set up future
roads for houses that crop up as subdivision after subdivision is created without any
Planning Board review.

City Planner Piekut noted this is an issue, but is an issue in Maine state law. That is not a
change the City can make entirely on its own.

Mr. Lyons asked if the City Ordinance has any specific requirements for private
driveways that serve more than two houses and become roads.

CEO Roberts stated if it is a private driveway and not a subdivision road, the Ordinance
does not require any improvements to meet road standards.
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Chair DeLeo asked if the City Manager and City Council are aware there are non-solar
related changes.

City Planner Piekut stated she has spoken with the City Manager. It is an immense use of
time and budget to make changes to the Ordinance, especially sending out mailings to the
public. Most of these changes are small, so it is a good time to make these changes. She
would eventually like to see Ordinance amendments prioritized and put forward yearly to
stay on top of needed updates and make the process more manageable.

Chair DeLeo asked for clarification that if someone builds a 2,000 sq. ft. building and
then decides to add another 2,000 sq. ft. within five years, it would need to come to
Planning Board.

City Planner Piekut responded that he understands correctly.

Chair DeLeo asked why five years is the chosen time limit was.

City Planner stated that it does line up with the definition of “subdivision” and it makes it
easy for Code to enforce by looking at recent building permits within the file, but she is
unsure of the exact reason that five years has been used

Vice-Chair Lyles asked for clarification on 604.1(A) and 604.2(A). He does not want
developments to get credit for existing impervious surface or gross floor area. The slate
should be wiped clean with each new development.

Chair DeLeo stated the language is important to keep the same so there is less room for
interpretation regardless of who is the CEO.

Mr. Hangge agreed with Chair DeLeo.

Vice-Chair Lyles says it just makes it less clear and suggested using alternative language
from former Planner Jef Fitzgerald’s memo.

City Planner Piekut said she will work on making that language more clear.

Mr. Hangge asked to move on to Article 6, Section 6(V).

City Planner Piekut stated that the intent of requiring floor plans is because it helps
illuminate whether the site improvements being presented make sense compared to a
schematic or draft layout of space within the building. She said that the Fire Department
asked for the phrase “fire suppression” to be removed so as not to cause confusion
regarding the State Fire Marshal’s responsibilities when applicable.
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Mr. Hangge stated he thinks the fire suppression should be included and things such as
fire extinguishers should be included. Any fire deterrent or suppressor should be labeled
on plans and within the narrative.

City. Planner Piekut noted not wanting to go too far with the requirement, but that there
are ripple effects when changes to building plans affect site plans after they are designed
and approved. The idea is to make sure developers have sufficiently thought this through
at the Planning Board stage.

Chair DeLeo commented that the Planning Board often makes suggestions to developers
to make changes that they can’t require, but they make the developer aware and usually
they are amenable to the changes.

City Planner Piekut reiterated wanting applicants to make sure the pre-work is completed
prior to the Planning Board hearing. The more work that is done before then, the fewer
questions and surprises come up.

The Board agreed to leave the amendment as it is for now.

City Planner Piekut moved on to Article 8, Section 13. This section concerns buffers,
screening, and landscaping. These proposed amendments were made with solar in mind,
but apply throughout the City. Buffers between existing residential uses and new non-
residential uses are changed. They are increased outside of the Urban Core, but remain
stable within the Urban Core. Developers will be allowed to use existing vegetation
toward meeting buffering standards so long as it is indicated and quantified on the plan.
In the Rural zone or Drinking Water zone, you could no longer locate a solar array 10 ft.
away from someone’s backyard.

Ms. Friedland stated she was concerned with enforcement of using existing trees. They
may be on the initial plan, but the construction process may kill the trees.

City Planner Piekut stated it may be tough to enforce, but is better than seeing existing
vegetation removed.

CEO Roberts suggested adding an enforcement timeline or schedule to ensure the trees
are healthy over the first two years after construction.

Mr. Byers asked if there is a loophole in the language to allow for the use of existing
trees that do not appropriately screen the development.

City Planner Piekut stated no, because a developer can count existing vegetation toward
meeting the standard, but the details required as to species and size would indicate
whether the existing vegetation actually does any buffering.

Mt. Rich asked if language allowing developers to “choose to use plantings, fences/walls,
berms, or a combination” in Article 813.17(B) should be changed to “must choose.”
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CEO Roberts mentioned her office would want a building permit and an electrical permit
are separate so language in 823.1 needs to be changed.

Mt. Byers stated that Ellsworth would not be the first municipality to charge based on
aerial sq. ft. of the solar development. Additionally, the State provides electrical permits
for free, so removing the electrical permit cost could be beneficial since the building
permit fee is a little on the high end.

Mrs. Friedland asked if the reason we saw such an influx of solar projects was because
our building permit fees were originally so low.

Mr. Byers stated it was not due to the fee, but because of Ellsworth’s location, available
space, and capabilities to connect to the grid.

Chair DeLeo asked to move onto fencing requirements. It was noted much of the
language was from the Audubon Society’s model ordinance.

Mr. Byers noted a concern with graduated fencing because the wider portions are usually
at the bottom which creates safety hazards where kids or animals get their heads stuck in
spacing. It is best to avoid that potential scenario.

City Planner Piekut noted it also may be difficult to obtain this fencing.

The Board agreed that raising the fencing 6 inches from the ground makes the most
sense for animals to get out and not be trapped in the fencing.

City Planner Piekut moved onto standards for establishing and maintaining vegetation.
Many of these developments have been put in where trees used to exist and were recently
harvested. Ellsworth is sensitive to this issue because we have important water bodies to
protect and we already have issues with stormwater management. Requiring pollinator¬
friendly plants was discussed, but mowing those at the wrong time could be harmful.
Instead, a focus was given to combinations of seeds that are suited for specific sites. The
Watershed Steward was specific about non-phosphorus fertilizer being used.

Chair DeLeo asked if PFAS should be tested for before laying it out in the development.

Ms. Friedland stated it is difficult to pick a perfect fertilizer. Fungicides are also harmful
and many seeds are treated with them. This can open unrealistic management
expectations.

Chair DeLeo asked if sheep and goats count as mechanical means to manage vegetation.

City Planner Piekut and Ms. Friedland stated they could be.
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CEO Roberts commented on where and under what conditions these animals would be
allowed.

Mr. Byers stated that the amendments are standard for solar developments. It is part of
their re-vegetation plan anyway.

Marc Rich departed the meeting at approximately 9:20 pm.

There was a discussion about counting half of the aerial surface area of solar panels are
impervious surface. Ellsworth has not counted any panel area as impervious surface
before.

Mr. Byets stated that this could have negative consequences by requiring stormwater
management that isn’t necessary, and disturbs the land even more. In practical
experience, the rain water flows off of the panel anyway and the water infiltrates. This is
why the DEP does not count the panel as impervious surface.

Ms. Friedland asked if a meadow planted around a solar development has the same
absorption rate as a forest that existed beforehand.

Mr. Byers said a forested area does manage stormwater a bit better than the meadow, but
it is such a small difference the DEP does not get into the weeds on it.

City Planner Piekut stated she thought about the potential to trigger unnecessary
stormwater improvements, but if the stormwater treatment capacity of the new ground
surface is similar to that of an area without panels, an engineer should be able to
demonstrate that.

Mr. Byers mentioned that if a development does not follow the other stormwater
requirements and there is problem, it is a micro problem that needs to be enforced.

Vice-Chair Lyles asked if there could be water run-off problems from a properly
managed solar array.

Mr. Byers stated that the DEP requires developments to demonstrate the run-off will not
be worse than the situation prior to its installation. He had his PE expert draft the letter
to the Board to explain that the stormwater situation will not be worsened by the solar
development.

Mr. Lyons volunteered that because there is still so much to work on with the
amendments, the Board should table the discussion for the night.

Chair DeLeo opened a public hearing at 9:42 PM.
With no public comment aside from that made by Mr. Byers and no other
members of the public present, the public hearing was closed at 9:42 PM.

Public Heating
Public Hearing
Closed
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7.) Staff Comments
City Planner Piekut acknowledged a non-project related letter that arrived in tire mail.

9.) Adjournment
Vice-Chair Lyles made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Lyons seconded the motion
and with no further discussion, the motion passed unanimously (5-0). The meeting was
adjourned at 9:45 PM.

Minutes prepared by: Matthew Williams, Assistant City Planner.

Date Nelson Geel, Secretary
Ellsworth Planning Board

Staff Comments

Vote to adjourn at
9:45 PM

Agendas and minutes
posted on the City of
Cllsworth’s website:
ellsworthmainc.gov
A video transcript of
this meeting is also
available on
YouTube.
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